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PURPOSE APPLICATIONS 

The model study was necessary to evaluate the control This report contains, information pertainii&g to use of a 
gate-energy dissipator combination proposed for the control gate and sudden expansion energy dissipator 
canal outlet works at Teton Dam. Head losses, dis- under submerged conditions. Discharge coefficients. 
charge coefficients, cavitation characteristics, and back- incipient cavitation curves, head loss values, and 
pressure requirements were needed from The model cavitation scaling problems are contained in the report, 
study. ' . ' and should be'useful in designing future facilities. Also, ,' 

a material which may be used'as a cavitation damage 
indicator was obtained and tested in the laboraton/: 

CONCLUSIONS . ' 

1. A two-diameter expansidn!'j ' located downstream 

'? 
from the jet.flow gate was;:not large enough to 

, .. . eliminc2.the possibility of damage from cavitation 
' occurring on the expansion walls. 

2. A three-diameter expansion greatly reduced the 
model cavitatton irdex and will eliminate the 
possib~lity of damage to the expansion section for 
rhe canal outlet works operating condrttons. 

INTRODUCTION 

Teton Dam will be located 'on the Teton River in 
southeastern Idaho. The canal outlet works will draw 
water from a branch pipe attached to the 9-foot- 
diameter river outlet works pipe as shown on figure 1. 
By branch~ng from the river outlet works, the require- 
ment for a separate canal headworks structure is 
eliminated, resulting in a large cost ravings. 

3. The model gate cavitation c~aracteristics are the .. Canal outlet works flow will be regulated by t .\ .. 
most severe at a 75.percent gate opening with e~ther side-byside 20inc.h (50.80centimeter) jet flow gat 
the two-diameter or three-diametx sudden expan- which discharge into sujden expansion energy diss'. 
sion. paton. The expanded sections will be attached to 

common well where the flow will be directed into a 
4. Head losses for the structure equipped with the single 72-inch-diameter (183-centimeter) pipeline. The 
threedtameter expanston are acceptable and will system will provide a maximum discharge of 220 h3/s 
provide the required capacity of 110 ft3/s (3.115 (6.23 m3/s) or 110 f t vs  per gate while operating at a 
m3/s) per gate. back pressure of about 108 feet (32.92 meters) of 

water. 
5. Canal outlet works back pressure should be 
adequate to prevent damaging cavitation at a l l  The jet-flow gate debeloped by the Bureau of Reclama- 
releas&. lnctpient cavitation. however, wlll occur at tion was intended for releases made to atmospheric 
some combinattons of releases and gate openings. (free dlscharge) or very nearly atmospheric pressure 

(highly aerated downstream pipe). The use of a jet.flow 
3. No cavitation pressures were measured at the gate discharging to an unaerated closed pipe i s  unusual. 
piezometer locations in the model for a maximum Only a slight deviation in the concentricity of relea 
single-gate release of 110 ft3/s or at a maximum to an expanded section can increase the cavitat 
reservoir head of 310 potent14 considerably [ I  I ? This 1s supported by 
smaller gate openings. increase in the cavitation index measured when g 

7. Although the model 
ure hydraulic downpull, operating the Itftlna stem 
revealed that downpull i s  a sizable quantity and 
appears to reach a maximum a t  openings between 
45 and 55 percent. I release. A needle valve seems best su~ted to this end; 

\ however, the cost i s  considerably greater than for a' 
8. A white-pigmented concrete curing compo*nd, jet-flow gate. Some of the major advantages in the use 
used during the tests, provides go s as a of the jet-flow gate for free discharge are eliminated 
cavitation damage indicator. when the gate is  operated shbmerged. Hydraultc 



a problem with submergence. Downpull and flow into expansion attached downstream. A hydrophone and a 
the gate slot are common problems encountered with sound level meter were initially used in an attempt to 
conventional slide gates operating under sim~lar sub- detect the presence of cavitation in the model. Con- 
merqed conditions. The gate slot of the jet-flow gate, struction work adjacent to the model produced an 
whmh i s  considerably wider than the slot in present- extremely high level of background noise and made the 
day high.pressure slide gates, could be a source of low electronic equipment readings unreliable. As the tests 
pressure and possible cavitatlon damage i f  h~gh back were performed in a clear plastic m e .  viz .al and aural 
pressure were not maintained. A subsequent design observations were finally used as the method to 
121, which was in part due to findings from this study, determine when cavitation is  just begmning (i.e., 
utilizes a very narrow slot far removed from the orifice incipient cavitatlon). For these tests, incipient cavita- 
flow area, and should provide excellent circulation to tion was arbitrarily defined as that magnitude which: 



. . 
determinz.l_for the initial model configuration. The , araphs which cover gate openings from 100 percent to 
curve of model incipient cavitation versus gate opening "25 percent in 5-percent increments. The graphs are all 
i s  shown on flgure 4. similar end are based on the assumption that incipient 

cavitat~on in the model i s  a valid starting point. 
An attempt to lower the Index by incremng the back Working with water and uslng Froude relationships, no 
pressure was suggested by engineers of the Design similarity exists between model and prototype when 
Division. This was accomplished by the addition of an operating below a model head which scales to proto- 
orifice a t  the downstream end of the two-diameter type vapor pressure. However, no error i s  expected 
expansion. As flow conditions near the gate and ^when merely increasing pressure from the observable 
upstream end of the expansion section were not (not measurable) point of model vapor presrure to a 
affected and syGem capacity was decreased) this value in the m ponds to vapor pressure 
method was not pursued for the recommended design. in the proton/ 

(1 

- With~n limits. a larger diameter expanston was expected Beginning wit icient ~urve for partial 
to Improve the circulation to the le t  and reduce the openings (figure 9 and the incipient cavitation coeffi- 
cavitation potential cient curve (figure 71, the graphs were developed in the 

following manner. Plott~ng total head upstream against 
A length of threed~ameter expansion wds installed total head downstream, a no-flow line was established 
downstream of the gate as shown in figure 5. To on a 1:l slope. Above and parallel to the no-flow line a 
simpl~fy the model mod~ficat~ons,only threed~ameters serles of lines of constant discharge was la~d out. In 
of length were included. After the system was tested addition, beginning at a vapor pressure head of minus 

r losses (tigure 61, the cavltation index was investi- 27 feet of wateg,-a mpdel incipient cavitation llne wa 
t<d as before. A sizable improvement to the cevita- drawn which was determined from the back-pressur 

on chjracteristics resulted from this modification, as requirements to barely rr.,intain inziplent ca~itatlon in 
can be seen by comparing the tes t  results shown in the model. Based on tests in the model, whlch were 
figure 7 to those in figure 4. While possessing the same limited by model structural strength, the incipient 
general shape, the peak index value was lowered from cavitation coefficient was found to be a constant for a 
4 2 to 2.7. As before, the peak value occurred at a 75- fixedgate opening. This issupported by reference [71, 
percent gate opening. This improvement was consid Page 423, where Pressure scale effects sn orifices are 
ered adequate for the Teton installation. Sim~lar discussed. By divlding vapor pressure head by the 
improvements resulting from the use of larger expan- model scale ratio (-27/5.66), the prototype incipient 
sions to improve circulation are discussed by Tullis and cavitatlon point for no-flow was obtajled (-4.77). 
Marschner [4]. Rouse [5] disc~sses the advantage of Based on the fact that a pressure scale effect does not 
large; expansions on the index of incipient damage for ex~st for orifices, the prototype cavitation character 
a submerged jet. He states "From knowledge of the istlcs were determined from figure 7. As an approxima 
characterist~w of submerged jets, one would expect the tion to the prototype incipient cavitation characteris- 
index for lnciplent damage - necessarily 0 a t  the tics, a line could be drawn parallel to the model 
expansion limit 1 m - to increase w ~ t h  increasing incipient cavitation line, but displaced to the right and 
expansion ratlo. The eddy zone of the submerged jet, passing through vapor pressure condition in the proto 
in other words, expands linearly, and the intensity of type. The slope of the constant discharge lines to the 
the turbulence varles invelsely, with distance from the left of the lnclplent line w3s not investigated to an 
efflux section; the ler,gth of the zone of eddy great extent in the model; however, It was assum 
cavitatlon should therefore increase with decreasing that an extremely high degree of cavitatlon would 
cavltation index, as should the diameter of an expan- required before the discharge coefficient would 
slon chamber barely subject to damage from the affected (choking). 
collapsing cavitation pockets." t, 

While it was considered possible to extend the ope 
Wlth cavltation occurring in the model, the possibility tion of the Prototype beyond the point of incipie 
exists that it may be more severe In the prototype. As cavitation without incurring damage, the point a 
scaling of cavitation from model to prototype (see whlch damage would occur could not be determined 
reference f61, page 254, summary item 2) does not from the model or the series of graphs. While other 
follow the Froude relationships, an attempt was made investigators feel that incipient cavitation i s  not a 
to establish some significant values throuqh a series of practical design limit [ E l ,  the only scalable cavitation 



r 

incipient conditions defined for a range of gate has been used as a cavi 
openings, releases may be made to avoid cavitation. ' valves with good success since i t s  initial use. 
For example, gate openings of 75 percent should be 
restricted to lowhead operarion only, as the cavitation The. compound was applied to t i l e  gate and frame area 
index is a maximum for this setting. Full gate opening and to the l e f t  half of the. plastic threediameter 
with i t s  reduced index may be used to release the expansion. 
maximum discharge per gate (110 ft:/s) without the 
occurrence of cavitation. Figure 1U- relates the dis- 
charge tor incipient cavitation for both single gate and 
double gate operation. The symmetry of the full gate a discharge o f  2 
opening makes it less conducive to cavitation than observed in the three-d 
partial openings. With p.a$ial openings, a vortex ema- sides of the parallel gate frame showed some pitting 
nates from the o f>~ t~~~ :c t i on  of the straight from the te$ (figure 12). The damage. was heaviest 
horizontal gate bottom and circula:.orifice. along the downstream side of de.;pd&liel frame and' 

almost.,: nonexistent along t h  &ream corner. To 
Some additional cavitation t& were performed at improve circulation to the, upstream. cbrner of the 
exaggerated heads and discharges to seek out areas of frame, a divergence at a 45O angle away from the flow 
potential damage for the jet-flow gate. Initially, sec- would minimize the potenti 
tions of the gate, gate slot, and downstream conduit The vortex which caused the pitti 
expansion were spray painted with machinist's dye frame is shown in figure 13. Thcv 
with the thought that the fairly mild cavitation would somewhat with time and was pho 
remove the dye where the cloud contacted the solid near. peak intensity. 
bounddry. Mldel parts were first painted on a Friday, 
reassembled, allowed to cure over 'the. w~ekmd,..and Piezometer taps were. instated 
tested on Monday. No removal was observed during a 
2-hour test at a gate opening of 75 percent and a single 
gate discharge of 208 ft3/s (5.89 ft3/s) (nearly double a t  an 
the maximum of 110 f t3 /s  per gate). The long curing 
time allowed the machinist's dye to become highly 
resistim to cavitation erosion. Additional tests on the 
machinist's dye were performed in a cavitation test on t 
f~cilin; in the laboratory. A sample s~rayed with the,, o f  the pa 
dye was allowed to cure for varying lengths of time 40-percent gate opming. Elect 
before testing.'kemovai characteristics were found to used to record instantaneous pressures at various gate 

.: vary greatly with curing time, making the dye very oixnings and discharges. Data were taken at upstream 
resistive to cavitation if cured for more than an hour total head levels of about 260 feet(79.25 meters) and 
before testing. As more than an hour was required to 120 feet (36.58 meters) while 'incipient cavitation 
reassemble the model after coating;:sn?ther material occurring in the model. (Refe 
was sought whichwould have removal cfiaracteristics discharge and back pressure' for the particular gat 
that were nearly independent of curing time and which opening). Traces of these pressuresare shown in figure 
was readily erodible, not water soluble, and was easy to 15. Note that only at a 100.percent gate opening and 
apply. A whitepigmented concrete curing compound low back pressure were low pressures observed onthe 
was found to meet these requirements. The compbund oscillqraph, and that at no t,ime were model cavit 
felt waxy and could remain under water for long pressures recorded. This indicates a slight separat' 
periods of time without changing its feel or appearance 
after an initial 1- to 2-hour airdrying period;'The 
ptiotographs in figure 11 show compound rembval for 
1-hour continuous cavitation tests with cciring times of 
4, 24, and 312 hours. Vew little difference can be seen 
for the large "ariation in curing time. The compound 







Figure 2.-1:5.66 model equipped with two.diametsr expanrion. P831.D-74766 







Figure 5.-Model equipped with a threediameter length of three-diameter expansion. P801-D-74768 
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Figure 11.-Compound treated tert plates run for 1 hour in a venturi-typecavitation tert facility. Curing time 4 hours. 24 houlr, 
and 312 hours, from top to bottom. P801-0-74770. -74771. -74772 
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Figure 12.-Erosion to parallel frame downstream of gale 
slot resulting from an %hour test (modell with areleare of 
207 ft31s ond 75-percent gate opening. P801-D-74767 

Fisure 13.-Vortex emanatins from the iunction of the 
ciriular orifice and the hori:zontal bottom of the gate. 
P801.D-74768 
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T E T O N  C A N A L  O U T L E T  W O R K S  I 



Figure 15.-Orcillographr sf prsrwrm at ~ierornetsrr in Jet-flow gate while 
incipient cavitation war mcurring in the modal. 
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Slud~es were made on a $ 5 6 6  %ale model of a single jet4law gate and sudden Studlas were made on a 15.66 %ale model of a single let-floh gate and sudden 
expansmn energy diaipator to determine discharge coefhclents for full and partial gate expanslo" energy dlrrtpator to determine discharge coefflcients for full and partlalgate 
opcnlngs, head lorre. through the fac~lity, cavitation characteristics, and the back- openings, heed losses thtough the faciltty. cavitation charactarirticr. and the back. 

- pressure requirements for the rubmerged jet4low gate. The two.dwmtsr expansion war plesrure requirements for the submerged jet-flow gate. The two-dlamater expansion was 
madequate and was replaced by a thredlameter sectlon. A method of cmtation scallng inadequate and war replaced by a threedlametcr section. A method of cavitation scaling 
is dlscurred whereby visible andlor aurally detectable model incipient cavltstion i s  used i s  d~scussed whereby visrbie andlor aurally detectable model Inciplent cavitation i s  used 
to determine incipient cavitation liner for a saries of rmgle gate openings and a range of to determine incipient cavitation lines for s series of single gate opening5 and a range of 
dleharges from no.flow through that obtaned at maximum head. Umg the slope of the discharges from n r-flow through thot obtair,ed at maxlmumhead. Using the slope of the 
model line and the scale vapor prssure, the prototype incipient cav~tation line was model lute and the scale vapor pressure, the prototype incipient cavltatlon llne was 
obtained. A whlte-pigmented concrete curing compound was found to be satisfactory for obtamed. A whlte-pigmented concre mpound was found to be nt!sfactory for 
use as a cav~tation indicator. 18 ref) use as a cavitation indicator. (8 
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ABSTRACT ABSTRACT 

Studies -re made on e 1 5 6 6  aale model of a single jet-flow gate and sudden tudlar w r e  made on s 15.66 wale model of a single let-flow gate and sudden 
expanrmn energy diaipatw to determine discharge coefficients for fuil and partial gate pansion energy dlrp~pator to determine discharge coefficients for full anJ partlal gats 
apenmgs, head lmser through the facility, cavitatmn characteristics, and the back- penins, head losses through the facility. cevitatlon charactaristicr, ard the back- 
pressure requiremenn for the rubmerged ]et.ftow gate. rhe  two-diameter expansion war rarrure requirements for the submerged jet-flow gate. The twdlarneter expanvon Was 
madequate and was replaced 4, a thrediamater section. A method of cavitation scaling adequate and was replaced by a threedlameter section. A method of cavitallon scaling 
i s  discussed whereby vkiMe andlor aurally detectable model incipient cavltatlon is used discussed whereby visible andlor aurally detectable model incipient cavitation 1s used 
to determine mcipient cavitation l i n g  for a ssriar of smgle gate openings and a range of determine incipient cavitation liner for a series of single gate openings and a range of 
dlxhargq from no-flow *rough that obtained at maximum head. Using the slope of the wharger from no-flow through that obtained at maximum head. Using the slope of the 
model lme and the scale vapor prarure, the prototype inclplent cavitation line we model line a1 d the scale vapor pressure, the prototype incipient cavitation llne was 
obtained. A vuhitemgmented mncrete wring compound was found to bo ntls obtmned. A dhapigmented concrete curlng compound was fuund to be satirfactory for 
use as a caviration indicator. 18 refi usear a cavitation indicator. I8 ref) 


